ZERO WOMEN SPEAKERS (2012)

10% => 22% WOMEN OPED WRITERS

GORUOCO

The OpEd Project
OPEN SOURCE IS LIKE BEING AN ADULT

IT’S MAGICAL UNTIL YOU REALIZE NO ONE KNOWS WHAT THE HELL THEY'RE DOING

- Zach Holman

http://zachholman.com/talk/open-source-misfeasance/
ladies_who_code().represent();
SPEAK DAY
SPEAKING AT TECH CONFERENCES

- Cool Ideas
  1. Private
  2. Rdoc + Rspec = Rspec Doc
  3. Roll me into Rdoc

- Building Blocks for documentation
- What this app needs to run (elastic search)
CONTRIBUTING TO OPEN SOURCE

CODE DAY
WE LEARNED

• Own your expertise
• Jump
• Ask for help
• Create your answer